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The title, "Recognition of Patterns" is an abbreviation of the complete title, "Re- 
cognition of Patterns Using the Frequencies of Binary Words". The book is the 
author's doctoral dissertation. The first chapter which deals generally with the design 
of pattern recognizers i  a very compact and reasonably comprehensive 62 page review 
of various techniques, approaches and problems in pattern recognition from a well 
integrated point of view. The remainder of the book is focused mainly on the Frequency 
of Binary Words (FOBW) technique which deals with data presented as sequences 
of ones and zeros (binits) and is studied in terms of how often certain subsequences, 
e.g., 101, occurs in the long sequences. The major novel developments which are 
stressed is the use of a measure S for indicating how well an attribute may be used to 
classify patterns and a heuristic search procedure for finding particular subsequences 
whose frequencies have large S. A case study is presented which applies the techniques 
to detect malfunction in a jet engine with a relatively simple electronic apparatus 
analyzing the sound input to a microphone in the presence of the engine. 
The book is useful as a summary of ideas in pattern recognition i  general and as an 
introduction to the FOBW techniques. These two parts are not as well related as  
would be desirable for the first part is substantially oriented toward problems involving 
many features and many classes whereas the second part, (Chapters 2-8) is focused on 
potential applications where hardware implementation problems eem to restrict one 
to using recognizers based on a single feature and directed at deciding among few 
classes. 
The contents of the various chapters are briefly summarized below. 
Chapter 1. Problems in the design of pattern recognizers. 
The general framework is that the pattern recognizer has a receptor (data collector) 
which senses the data T = (T1, T2 .... , Tq) and converts them to the features (or 
attributes) 3 = (3z, S~ .... , ~) .  Then the classifier (pattern recognizer) decides on the 
basis of some or all of the features, the pattern class from which the data came. There 
are available samples of T or E, from the various pattern classes. These often, but not 
always, have the class identified. One uses some of these samples to train the pattern 
recognizer, i.e., to decide which features are effective subject o practical limitations 
and how to classify the data using them. The remaining samples may be used to 
estimate the performance of the classifier to see if improvements are required. Much 
of this chapter is devoted to a survey of ideas used in selecting an effective subset of 
attributes and in selecting and measuring a good classifier which is not too difficult 
to implement. 
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Chapter 2. Design of a pattern recognizer using the FOBW method. 
Suppose the hardware is designed so that T is a long sequence of binits. A specified 
sequence of N binlts is called an N-gram, e.g., ~b = (1011). We may consider N-grams 
with delays such as ~b = (1- -0-1)  which is written 1-3-0-2-1 to indicate that 0 occurs 3 
spaces after the 1 and the one occurs 2 spaces after the zero. The  relative frequency 
of occurence of ~ is denoted by f~.  In the FOBW method there  are the features. The  
major preoccupation of the book is how one should select a fewf¢ which are effective 
in classifying. 
Chapter 3. Computational rules for binary word frequencies of occurrence. 
In  long sequences the f~ are strongly interrelated. For example fo = f,0 + f,1 
where ~0 is the N + 1 gram consisting of ¢ followed by 0. The  author indicates 
several such relations which are useful later. It is observed that the frequency of 2 N 
N-grams without delays can be computed from 2 n-1 appropriately selected ones. 
Chapter 4. S, a measure of separability. 
Given that a univariate attribute ~ has mean a and variance a, ~ for samples from 
class A and mean b and variance orb2 for samples from class B let S = [ a - -  b l/(aa q- ab). 
The author proposes S as a measure of how effective E is for separating A and B, 
i.e., correctly classifying a sample equally likely to come from A and B. The  measure 
S is simple to compute and to estimate and the author conjectures that 
Csup = [2(S" + 1)] -1 
where Csap is the maximum achievable value of Ce(fa, fb) for all distributions fa and fb 
with specified means and variances, a, b, a~ 2, ab 2 and Ce(fa, fi,) represents he min imum 
probability of error in correctly classifying an observation when the decision must 
be based on whether or not ~ exceeds some threshold. Under  this conjecture S measures 
the worst that can be achieved knowing only a, b, aa, and ab • 
Chapter 5. Modeling of pattern generated stochastic processes. 
I f  there are theoretical reasons to expect hat the data are derived from a stochastic 
process whose probability laws depend on a limited number of parameters, the 
classification and training problems can be treated with relative ease. Cases where the 
sequences of binits constitute a Markoff Process and where they are derived from 
stationary Gaussian processes are studied. 
Chapter 6. The  heuristic search procedure. 
Let ~(N + !) be an N + l -gram With or without delays and ~(N, j )  be the resulting 
N gram when the j th  binit is replaced by a blank. Arguments are given to support he 
statement that if h of the (N -k 1) attributesf$(Nd) (i have high and comparable values 
of S, (ii) the a - -  b values for the h attributes have the same sign, then it is quite likely 
that f¢(N+z) will have a higher value of S than all k attributes and a higher value than the 
average N -~ 1-gram. This suggests earch procedures which could be programmed. 
The statement is supported for special examples and a case study. 
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Chapter 7 discusses hardware implementation a d Chapter 8 presents a summary. 
The presentation suffers from a couple of major disadvantages. The development, 
oriented toward selecting a good feature, essentially ignores the possibility of using 
two or more features. It would seem that the author considers the hardware implemen- 
tation of a linear function to be too difficult to be worth while. 
The major role in the evaluation of attributes is played by the measure S whose 
properties are not well understood by the author. While the conjecture of Chapter 4 
is valid, it is essentially irrelevant for the features considered are ordinarily approximate- 
ly normally distributed and the least favorable distributions under which the bound 
Csup is attained are extremely different. However S is a relevant measure which is 
known (if not wall-known) in the statistical literature (see Chernoff (1952)). For normal 
distributions Ce is smaller than and of the order of magnitude of, (2~rS2) -11~ exp(--S2/2) 
which is much smaller than [2(1 + S")] -1 when S is large. Moreover S may be applied 
to multivariate normal distributions when linear discrimination is used. Then 
S = sup~ I e'(a - -  b)]/[(c'Xa c) 1/~ + (c" X~ c) 1/~] 
where a and b are the mean vectors and Y~ and ~2~ the covariance matrices for the 
two classes. 
Finally, the author projects a distorted picture of the role of multimodal distribu- 
tions implying that features with such distributions are poor and should be avoided. 
The opposite is more likely the case assuming the hardware implementation of
relatively simple operations. For example if S is a feature most of whose probability 
is located near - -1 and 4-1 for class A and near --2, 0, and 2 for B, using a simple 
threshold evice might give poor separation even if several observations on 3 are 
available. On the other hand, simply counting the number of observations on 
near - -1 or 4-1 minus the number near --2, 0, or 2 could result in an extremely 
effective feature. Thus if short sequences of binits gave an fo  with a multimodal 
distribution, breaking the long sequence into several short sequences might yield 
very good features with techniques such as indicated above. 
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